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Trusts 101

Trusted Advisors
Getting Counsel Involved Early

When properly structured,
a trust is able to protect
your assets, limit your tax
exposure, safeguard your
privacy, and provide for
your family.
Why is it a good idea to
seek legal advice early, and
to retain your lawyer's
continued involvement in
your trust?

Family relations, business dealings, succession
planning, taxation, pending litigation. All real and
relevant matters deserving due and careful
consideration when you structure and set up your
trust. Such issues can often have long term impact
and implications.
Even if a trust stands as a fortress that safeguards
your assets and interests, it still affects the landscape
of your surrounding personal and commercial affairs.
A trust does not exist in a vacuum. How will a trust
affect the legal and practical aspects of such affairs?
Prudence dictates that you should confer with your
legal advisor from the very onset, before you establish
your trust. Your lawyer is best qualified to
professionally ASSESS how your affairs will be
affected by and affect your trust. Make sure you set
up your trust right.
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Here are a trio of reasons
why you should. Do not be
entangled in missteps and
mistakes, which are
often expensive and
become entrenched.

We live in a complex world. That means dealing
with life's curveballs. No matter how much we
plan, unforeseen matters often pop up
at inconvenient times.
Challenges may arise from diverse quarters.
From creditors to disgruntled family members,
from the tax man to fellow shareholders. Be
prepared for thunderbolts out of the blue.

For the discerning client who
values discretion and
discernment, Savoir LLC is
the single point for all your
needs. Our services and
solutions converge with only
one objective - You.
After all, "savoir" is "to know".
And we know that the best
results come from simplicity.
So we keep things that way.
We also understand what
You want. Because Savoir
embraces the new paradigm
in legal services, You can
expect prompt, private,
practical and personalised
solutions.
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The most ideal person to TROUBLESHOOT
such surprises is your legal counsel. Somebody
familiar with your trust and with legal expertise to
fend off potential trouble-makers should always be
on your side. Somebody competent.

The key characteristic of a trust is the transfer of
legal ownership of your assets to the Trustee.
This moves the assets out of your personal estate
and safely insulates it behind the trust structure.
For added peace of mind, your legal counsel
could be appointed as the Protector of your trust.
The Protector’s key role and duty is to supervise
the Trustee, ensuring that it administers the trust
in accordance with the terms of the trust deed and
with your wishes. Protectors are often given
powers to, where necessary, e.g. veto a Trustee’s
decisions, vary the terms of the trust and to (in a
very worst case scenario, which rarely happens)
remove an errant Trustee.
Your Protector would act as a check and balance
to the Trustee. Therefore, it is vital that you
appoint someone qualified, trustworthy and
dependable to continually MONITOR the
Trustee.
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It is judicious to not only obtained the opinion of
your lawyer from the outset, but to also retain him
as a Protector of your trust.
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